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1. Introduction
1.1 Why Does the World Need LODE?
The LODE Project is a community of sound money
advocates who believe in the importance of inclusive and
honest financial solutions. LODE is a transparent, precious
metals-backed monetary system that harnesses the
power of blockchain technology and the inherent stability
of silver and gold.
The explosion in growth that decentralized finance has experienced in the past
decade demonstrates an undeniable need for alternatives to traditional financial
systems. While numerous decentralized solutions have been created, distrust and
volatility remain barriers to entry for many.
Precious metals are remarkable assets that have held their value over thousands of
years. With LODE’s stablecoins pegged to physical investment-grade silver and gold,
inflation, volatility, and risk are effectively mitigated. Through a decentralized
operation and unwavering commitment to transparency, LODE is redefining digital
economies and creating new and novel ways for the world to utilize precious metals.
The accessibility that LODE offers makes it incredibly relevant to today’s society. An
internet connection is all that is required of users to participate. LODE truly caters to
everyone, including the enormous amount of underbanked and unbanked
individuals worldwide.
The world needs independent financial alternatives that do not involve human
monitoring or limit the speed and sophistication of transactions. The world needs
secure, fluid, low-cost options that they can trust to protect their wealth. The world
needs LODE.
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1.2 Leadership Team
IAN TOEWS
Chairman of the Board
Ian’s experience with private and non-private business start-ups began in 1996. He
worked as an advisor to assist venture businesses in establishing their legal and
corporate structures, product/service offerings, and administrative processes. His
expertise lies in getting projects off the ground and transitioning them to senior
management to operate. Ian’s core competency is to assemble the team, hone and
focus the organization’s vision, and assist the investor relations team in raising seed
capital to achieve the project's objectives. He collaborates with LODE’s
administration, operations, and management teams to accomplish all business
objectives efficiently.
MARTIN LAMB
Global Director of Corporate Finance
Over the last 30 years, Martin has worked as an investment banker in Canada, the
USA, Latin America, and Europe. In 2013, he was introduced to blockchain
technologies and cryptocurrencies, and he hasn’t looked back since. Martin believes
that these technologies provide a foundational change to the concept of a financial
model. During his career, he has assisted in building the infrastructure of various
companies both in the fiat and crypto worlds. His niche skillset facilitates combining
traditional financial business needs with blockchain solutions. Martin’s goal is to
unlock the full potential of the cryptocurrency markets for traditional and nontraditional businesses alike, regardless of jurisdiction.
SANDRA WRIGHT
Chief Administration Officer, Board Member
Ms. Wright has owned and operated intellectual property firms for over 30 years. She
specializes in brand creation and brand registration. Her experience spans a large
spectrum of business sectors. Sandra has successfully represented and managed
intellectual property portfolios worldwide for companies in major industries such as
food and beverage, consumer products, retail, manufacturing, medical and
pharmaceutical, finance, technology, resource, agriculture, communications, and
education.
KEREM TURKMAN
Strategic Advisor, Director of Business Development for the Middle East and Africa
Mr. Turkmen is a serial entrepreneur and a blockchain evangelist and was the Cofounder and Chief Strategy Officer of Triple Payments. He brings over 18 years of
management consulting, corporate finance, and private equity experience to the
LODE Project. Mr. Turkmen was also a Management Consultant at Booze Allen
Hamilton in New York and the Middle East, where he assisted leading
communications, media, and technology companies worldwide. His clients included
MTV, Sony, Ericsson, Abril, Mediaset, and Saudi Telecom. He is a multi-lingual
business strategy consultant with experience in conducting industry research,
performing financial analysis, modeling, and interacting with senior management
across strategic and operational issues. Mr. Turkmen is a proud Cum Laude graduate
of Yale University with a BA in Economics.
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NICHOLAS PROUTEN
Chief Operating Officer
With nearly a decade of experience in the tech sector, Mr. Prouten’s skill sets are
sharpest in connecting vision and direction to a path for execution that exceeds
goals and promotes project growth. Nicholas is a veteran public speaker and team
leader able to pitch projects, ideas, and solutions concisely and effectively while
motivating and driving on-target, measured results. As a firm believer that diversity
is strength, Nicholas has been fortunate to have worked in various industries ranging
from cybersecurity, gaming, and real estate to entertainment and blockchain.
MICHELLE DIETRICH
Technical and Project Manager
Michelle came to LODE with over 15 years of knowledge in the tech space. She has
worked in Oil & Gas, Energy, Forestry, Alternative Medicine, and, most recently
FinTech. She has experience as a Business Analyst, Business Systems Analyst,
Business Relationship Manager, Instructional Designer and Trainer, and Project
Manager. Michelle has successfully operated small and large projects ($1 billion +)
through all phases, from idea to completion and hand-over. She is skilled at working
with teams internationally, showcasing the advantage of remote work.
MICHAEL HARRIS
Business Analyst
Michael studied mathematics and computer science in university and has a keen
interest in how systems work, specifically economics, finance, and data-driven
decision making. During university, he worked on bioinformatics, using machine
learning for lung cancer research. Upon graduation, he was involved with big data
within the online child safety space. His most recent focus has been blockchain and
emerging markets. Michael has extensive business and product analysis expertise
that concentrates on data-driven decision-making and token economics.
KASH AHMADI
Blockchain Developer
Kash specializes in developing technical architecture within a blockchain
environment to support a business’s goals. His unique skill set allows him to
compare, select, and implement technological solutions to meet current and future
needs. Kash’s innate ability to effectively identify and conceptualize these solutions
qualifies him to lead strategies to develop technology platforms, partnerships, and
external relationships.
ERIC BUI
Blockchain Developer
Eric has a deep knowledge of various blockchain stacks and has been a senior
blockchain engineer since 2017. He has built and designed blockchain systems for
Defi start-ups, cryptocurrency exchanges, and some of the largest financial
institutions. Eric developed JPMorgan Coin, the world’s first production blockchain
bank system capable of processing multi-billion transactions. He is also an
administrator of the largest Vietnam blockchain Defi developer with over 10,000
members.
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CAMERON BRINSON
UI/UX Designer
Cameron has been involved in visual design for nearly ten years across a wide variety
of spaces and now specializes in the User Interface and User Experience field. He
effectively leverages his design career knowledge and expertise to create innovative,
engaging, and intuitive user interfaces. Cameron is also very experienced with user
testing, gathering test results, and applying the data to create better user
experiences.
PAUL TALBOT
Vaultmaster
Paul has over 40 years of experience working in business development, advertising,
and sales. He spent his first 12 years in advertising agencies in both England and
Canada, where he gained a diverse knowledge of advertising, branding, and
marketing industries. For the past 28 years, Paul has worked in the print industry in
senior management roles overseeing executive teams of 100+ employees. He
specializes in developing and implementing plans to increase productivity, decrease
costs, and propel sales. Paul has worked with a diverse clientele during his career,
ranging from small local projects to international product launches for large
worldwide corporations.

1.3 Key Partners
We highly value our partnerships, and who we choose to be affiliated with, as we
believe this is a direct extension of our brand.
Business Alliances
● PWC Zurich, CM Equities, BCF, Deltec, Delchain, Bufete Gomez Larios
Bullion Partners
● DeGussa, Loomis, OZL, IDS, Idaho Gold Vaults, International Gold Vault

1.4 What is the Role of the LODE Token Ecosystem?
The LODE Token Ecosystem (LTE) exists to modernize, secure, and create
“intelligence” or data surrounding or representing precious metals. By creating
digital silver and gold “intelligence,” LODE can fulfill its primary mandate to restore
silver and gold to the monetary system. This directive is defined not only as a single
objective but rather as a series of use cases that collectively work to propel the
precious metals industry into the 21st century.
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1.5 Use Cases of the Ecosystem
1.5.1 Tokenize Digital Precious Metals
The first major use case of the LTE is the tokenization of physical metals into
decentralized, digital receipts of ownership on the blockchain. By tokenizing silver
and gold, they become borderless, digital, and secure. Additionally, the inefficiencies
associated with metals’ physical transacting and transportation are eliminated.
Metals will also be itemized as unique “Non-Fungible Tokens” (NFTs) representing
specific items with descriptions and as unallocated bullion (AGX and AUX Coins). The
bullion can be leveraged as a digital currency and act as a vehicle to create new and
innovative opportunities in the metals space.
Compared to existing models of unallocated bullion, the advantages of blockchain
tokenization are unparalleled and provide asset holders far superior flexibility and
security to traditional systems.
LODE’s “Bullion Engine” facilitates retail ownership of metals and collaborates with
institutions and investment brokers to modernize their infrastructure.

1.5.2 Put Idle Metals to Work
A significant and secondary use case of the LTE is to create a digital environment for
precious metals in which digital silver and gold are put to work in various forms.
They can be part of new and novel projects, contribute to building financial markets
or further the distribution of assets. By putting “idle” metals to work as practical
financial assets, the LTE will automatically create and distribute yield to the LODE
Token holders as the metals generate financial gain for the system's contributors.

1.5.3 Bring Honesty to the Metals Market
It is widely understood that there is long-standing manipulation of metals pricing
and value for both silver and gold in the paper market. By creating and growing its
own market unencumbered by traditional paper markets, LODE can eliminate
much of the manipulation that is experienced in the current economy. LODE can
use its acquisition capabilities to break the shorts on the market and drive the value
of metals upwards, becoming one of the largest digital silver and gold providers
globally. LODE’s Bullion products also make for ideal diversification for ETF investors
and IRA account holders.
LODE is also committed to creating non-derivative digital assets, meaning that
supplies can not be falsified or unbacked at any given time.
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1.5.4 Precious Metals as Payment and Stablecoin Innovations
Silver and gold have been used as either a peg or a currency throughout most of
humankind's history. With the development of paper and digital currencies, precious
metals became impractical for modern commerce despite their tendency for
inflation resistance. With LODE's ability to tokenize silver and gold, these assets can
easily operate as payment methods. LODE leverages the latest in blockchain and
Web3 protocols so silver and gold can possess all the benefits of modern cash and
achieve compatibility with the emerging blockchain economy.
In addition to creating tokenized silver and gold that can be transferred globally
peer to peer, tokenizing metals onto the blockchain allows LODE and its partners to
create revolutionary stabilized currencies where silver and gold play a role as part of
a basket of assets. The governance of treasuries and supply mechanics can be
entirely automated and provide projects, countries, and individuals access to new
and powerful forms of money.

1.5.5 Improvement of Management and Vaulting of
Precious Metals
By using LODE’s Token Ecosystem, the LODE Project and its partners can increase
transparency and the efficiency of vaulting precious metals. By creating unique
NFTs, LODE can develop a complete virtual catalog of the vaults with which it is
partnered. LODE will display this information to the public, thus illustrating the
project’s integrity. Finally, using the unallocated bullion AGX and AUX Coins to
redeem NFTs facilitates more efficient withdrawal and management processes.
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2. Token System Operations
2.1 System Diagram

2.2 Key Products
2.2.1 AGX and AUX Coins
AGX Coins are stablecoins backed by one gram of silver. They are redeemable for
physical silver on request, in increments of 100 troy ounces (larger bars are available
on request).
AUX Coins are stablecoins backed by one milligram of gold. They are redeemable for
physical gold on request, starting with ten troy ounces of gold, and increasing in
one-ounce increments.
Both AGX and AUX Coins are legally considered pickup slips or warehouse receipts
for physical metal and, as such, are considered utility tokens in most jurisdictions.
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2.2.2 LODE Tokens
LODE Tokens represent a contribution supporting LODE’s technical and business
operations and entitle their holders to receive a proportional share of the yield
generated by the LTE alongside any profits that the LODE Project may distribute.
They are unbacked assets that do not represent ownership over LODE’s operations.
At present, LODE Token holders receive a proportional share of 10% of the premium
charged on the sale of new AGX and AUX Coins (10% of the difference between the
sale price and the spot price). LODE tokens additionally will accumulate the yield
produced by liquidity pool

2.2.3 LODE Bullion NFTs
As LODE continues to grow and receive investment-grade bullion, each item is
recorded and documented with an abundance of metadata that makes each piece
unique. This metadata can include type, weight, location vaulted, unique markings,
brands, and other defining qualities. By taking advantage of its token governance
contract and an ERC-721 contract, LODE can create NFTs to represent each item in
its vault. In turn, LODE intends to use these NFTs as a new way for people to hold
digital silver and gold and use their AGX and AUX Coins to redeem the NFT for that
specific individual bar, coin, or item. These Bullion NFTs can be retailed anywhere
NFTs are retailed or sold on LODE’s proprietary wallet and dapp platform.
Example:
LODE could have a total of 1,000 Canadian Maples, each one represented as a unique NFT.
As an AGX Coin holder, the wallet holder could use their AGX Coin to buy the Canadian
Maple NFT through their wallet and then later redeem the NFT for the specific coin.

Additionally, these unique NFTs will compile to become a complete decentralized
inventory of LODE’s vaults and will be used to improve transparency and
accountability within the community. The number of AGX or AUX Coins in circulation
should always parallel the cumulative weight of its NFTs.

2.3 Overview of System Functions
2.3.1 The Bullion Engine
LODE’s “Bullion Engine” is a colloquial name that refers to the entire technical
system that allows LODE to tokenize physical bullion into digital silver (AGX Coins)
and gold (AUX Coins) and distribute them into circulation. This system consists of the
whole supply chain after the point of acquisition of metals. The key components of
the Bullion Engine are the “Vault Signer,” ERC-20, ERC-721, and the Token
Governance Contract (TGC).
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2.3.2 Vault Signer and Vaulting Operations
The “Vault Signer” is the branded name for the technological tool LODE’s
Vaultmaster and vaulting operators use to submit new assets for minting. These are
vaulting reports delivered by LODE’s third-party vaulting partners and include
itemized inventory. Once a report is submitted to the “Vault Signer,” it proceeds to
call the TGC to mint a unique NFT alongside a corresponding amount of AGX or AUX
Coins.

2.3.3 Revenues and Maintenance Fees
Due to the costs associated with the protection and storage of real-world assets, AGX
and AUX Coins will bare nominal maintenance fees to cover these costs. This way,
even in the event of a calamity, the LTE can continue to function independently of
the business operations of the project. If there is a surplus past the point of covering
the vaulting and operations costs, any remaining fees will be collected by the TGC
and issued into the next LODE Token micropayout.
The fee structure is designed so that token and coin holders will scarcely feel the
impact of these fees. Should the costs of operations considerably increase or
decrease, the TGC can adjust the fees accordingly.
AGX Coin Fee Structure (A is the amount of AGX)
Transaction Amount

Fee Charged

Maximum Fee for Tier

A <= 10

1.0%

0.1

10 < A <= 250

0.1 + 0.4% *(A-10)

1.06

250 < A <= 2500

1.06 + 0.2% *(A-250)

5.56

2500 < A <= 25’000

5.56 + 0.07% * (A-2500)

21.31

25000 < A <= 2’500’000

21.31 + 0.007% * (A-25000)

194.56

AUX Coin Fee Structure (A is AUX amount)
Transaction Amount

Fee Charged

Maximum Fee for Tier

A <= 100

1.0%

1.0

100 < A <= 2’500

1 + 0.4% *(A-100)

10.6

2500 < A <= 25’000

10.6 + 0.2% *(A-2500)

55.6

25’000 < A <= 250’000

55.6 + 0.07% * (A-25000)

213.1

250’000 < A <= 25’000’000

213.1 + 0.007% * (A-250000)

1945.6
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2.3.4 Treasury and LODE Token Micropayouts
Revenue from fees, liquidity pools, sales, and other operations will be collected by
LODE and, when possible, sent through the TGC to split them between the treasury
and the LODE Token Rewards Vault. The treasury is the central wallet for the LTE. It
effectively accumulates and distributes AGX Coins, AUX Coins, and LODE Tokens to
all of its relevant liquidity pools and distribution channels. The LODE treasury is also
where the LODE Token micropayout rewards are delivered. The governance of this
contract is strictly managed by the role-based permission of the LODE Vaultmaster.
Every 52 days, the Rewards Vault will compile all profits and appropriate AGX and
AUX Coins accumulated and swap them all to AGX - this serves to assist in regular
trading volume in LODE’s financial markets. The AGX Coins will then be distributed
to the current holders of LODE Tokens as micropayouts. The funds will be divided
proportionately between all LODE Token holders based on the number of tokens
they possess.
Over time, the proportion of revenues that are automatically diverted directly to the
LODE Token holders will increase and continue to increase as profitability grows.
Even without the automated system, LODE Token holders are the sole beneficiaries
of any profits LODE produces from any and all of its operations and subsidiaries.

2.3.5 Interoperability
Establishing the LTE on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) allows the project to
realize its desire for blockchain-agnosticism fully. The project will be able to mint on
EVM-compatible blockchains at will, and bridging will be built in to facilitate easy
non-EVM platforms like Solana.
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2.3.6 Liquidity Pools, Management, and Growth Strategy
For LODE’s assets to gain meaningful traction in the market and fully realize their
significance as a medium of exchange or a store of value, there needs to be liquidity.
Liquidity allows for the seamless movement between different asset types and is
how individuals can “cash in and out” of LODE Tokens, AGX Coins, and AUX Coins. A
liquidity pool in “Decentralized Finance” (DeFi) environments enables Automated
Market-Making (AMM), a superior model that removes the need for expensive thirdparty market-making.
Instead, the AMM pool earns transaction fees from every trade and automatically
adjusts the price to balance the buying and selling pressure. AMMs are designed so
that anyone can stake their tokens into the pool to attain liquidity and gain a
proportional amount of the fees. This means any LODE Token, AGX Coin, or AUX Coin
holder can contribute to the liquidity pool and, in turn, earn a meaningful “yield” on
their assets.
LODE plans to launch liquidity pools for LODE Tokens, AGX Coins, and AUX Coins
using the Token Governance and Uniswap and Serum contracts. This will allow for
easy distribution across various DeFi platforms and exchanges. To jumpstart
liquidity, LODE will stake LODE Tokens, AGX Coins, and AUX Coins into the pools
along with USDC, and then LODE will create trading pairs for other coins and
projects whose community it can partner with to gain value (i.e. Rickle Token,
GSDAO). Working directly with token teams and creating liquidity pools with their
assets, LODE can expedite the speed at which its digital currencies gain adoption
and the overall growth of its liquidity.
By emphasizing growth in its liquidity in the DeFi environment, the LODE Project
protects itself from being dependent on centralized exchanges for its accessibility
and utility. It also allows LODE to negotiate on a more equal footing with prospective
“Tier 1” exchanges (Coinbase. Kraken, etc.).
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3. Key Ecosystem Technology
3.1 Multisig Vaulting Management
3.1.1 Gnosis Safe Wallets
LODE Leverages Multi-signature wallets to secure its operations and management
of its digital inventory. Its chosen technology partner for this service is Gnosis Safe.

3.1.2 Core Functions of the Gnosis Safe Wallets:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Minting of AGX and AUX Coins.
Micro-rewards distribution.
Depositing funds from fee collectors service.
Manages minting through the Vaultmaster/Vault Signer.
Facilitate the release of the NFTs, AGX, and AUX Coins.
Liquidity Pool and Treasury Management.
Interact with Price Management Scripts to maintain pricing

3.2 ERC-20 and Smart Contracts
“The ERC-20 introduces a standard for Fungible Tokens, in other words, it has a
property that makes each Token exactly the same (in type and value) as another
Token. For example, an ERC-20 Token acts just like the ETH, meaning that 1 Token is
and will always be equal to all the other Tokens.” - Read More about ERC-20s
By using the ERC-20, standard LODE’s assets can effectively be minted across all
EVM compatible blockchains with ease, allowing for the flexibility of adjustment
from chain to chain on a business case basis.
LODE uses upgradable ERC-20 Token contracts for its tokens so that it may as
business circumstances require, update fees, and requirements and add
functionality as market situations may require without needing to disrupt core token
holder experiences.

3.2.1 ERC-20 Contract Implementations
AssetBackedTokenUpgradeable.sol
This is a generic implementation for an asset-backed ERC20 token. Both AUX and
AGX tokens, being backed by Gold and Silver respectively, are deployed within this
standard. Tokens can be minted, transferred and burnt. Minting and burning
features are set for privileged accounts. These contracts content the programmatic
transaction fee schedule outlined in Section 2.2.3.
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LodeGovernanceTokenUpgradeable.sol
This is the LODE Utility token. The token owners hold voting privileges and will in
turn receive AGX rewards according to their balance. Total supply is set and fully
minted at 77 million tokens. LODE Tokens will be sold into circulation using the
algorithmic pricing model outlined here.

3.3 ERC-721 Assets and Smart Contracts
The ERC-721 introduces a standard for NFT, in other words, this type of Token is
unique and can have a different value than another Token from the same Smart
Contract, maybe due to its age, rarity or even something else like its visual.
- read more on ERC-721
Within LODE the ERC-721 is responsible for supporting all of LODE bullion NFT
operations including the facilitation of its upcoming bullion NFT Marketplace
“BullPen.Pro”

3.3.1 ERC-721 Contract Implementations
LodeERC721VaultUpgradeable.sol:
Implementation for the ERC721 standard that allows us to mint NFTs which
represent the Vault’s real world asset holdings. Their value backs up the minted AUX
and AGX supply.

ERC721Marketplay.sol:
This is a Non-upgradeable smart contract that allows Lode ERC721 holders to put
LODES Bullion NFTs for sale and peer-to-peer trading. This smart contract also
enables automatic listing of the newly minted tokens by the project with a premium
to be determined by LODE’s discretion.
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3.4 Micro-Rewards Distribution Service
The Micro-Rewards Distribution service, is an non-smartcontract service that actively
monitors wallets that hold LODE Tokens and calculated their owed micro-rewards.
The service then executes a smart contract which causes the distribution of the
assets. This ensures that LODE Token holders, no matter what wallet the hold the
tokens in, will receive their rewards accordingly.

3.4.1 Core Functions of the Micro-Rewards Distribution Service
Updating LODE Token Holder Data:
This function keeps an accurate and up to date record of the addresses and holders
of LODE Tokens. The updateAll.js script checks all the LODE transactions that have
been made up to a certain block number. Also, it checks whether any new LODE
liquidity pair has been created on TraderJoe as well as the LP tokens transactions on
each one of them.

Processing LODE Token Holder Data:
The get_all_holders.js script aggregates information on all LODE holders up to a
certain timestamp based on the token transfers registered on the previous step.
After that, it sets aside the smart contracts which hold LODE from the externally
owned accounts, which in turn will be the ones receiving the AGX rewards. Also, it
processes the LODE LP pairs holders, who are also entitled to receive AGX since they
have provided liquidity on TraderJOE DEX.

Distributing AGX To the LODE Token holders:
As a result of the previous step, we receive a list of valid AGX recipients with their
corresponding LODE balance. Taking into account the amount of AGX to distribute,
the system will execute a smart contract to distribute the micro-rewards.
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3.5 Token Price Management Service
The Token Price Management services exist to ensure that LODEs AGX Coins, AUX
Coins, and LODE Tokens operate in the market in a sustainable and efficient
manner. The AGX and AUX Price Management Service exists to ensure AGX and AUX
coins respectively trail the accurate prices of the metals they are redeemable for. The
LODE Token Price Management Service exists to programmatically sell LODE tokens
into the market in alignment with the LODE Token algorithmic pricing model.

3.5.1 Core Functions of the Micro-Rewards Distribution Service
AUX and AGX Token Price Management Service:
the set_order_production.js script feeds from the nFusion service to query the silver
and gold spot price. Using this information, the script estimates the limit order prices
for AUX and AGX and posts buy and sell limit orders on 1Inch’s centralized database.

LODE Token Price Management Service:
The set_order_lode.js feeds from the nFusion service to query the silver price in USD
per gram. Taking the distributed LODE amount into consideration, the script posts
sell limit orders for a LODE balance by using a multiplier over that silver price. The
multiplier depends on the supply tranche the token is based on the algorithmic
pricing model.

3.6 Certik Audit
In September, 2022, the LODE Project completed its a comprehensive audit of its
smart contract ecosystem by CERTIK. The completed audit can be found in the link
below:
CERTIK AUDIT

4 Conclusion
The ecosystem detailed above is a comprehensive list of LODE’s Token Ecosystem as
of September 2022. However it is only just the beginning. It is the intention of the
LODE Project to continuously expand and update this whitepaper to include more
services and the project develops. Staying true to its mandate of restoring silver and
gold to the monetary system the LODE Project will continue to develop and
innovate new solutions and services that will enable its AGX and AUX Coins to
become truly universal currencies that are not only accepted, but are the preferred
method of payment and wealth preservation world wide.
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